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*H.A. Jeffries.,* *The Irish Church and the Tudor Reformations* (2010), ch. 4.

Politics and Religion under the Tudors:

Jenny Wormald, “James VI and I: Two Kings or One,” *History* (1983)
Steven Ellis, *Tudor Ireland*
GR Elton *Elizabethan Parliaments*

Politics and Religion under the early Stuarts:

Tom Cogswell *The Blessed Revolution*
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*Subsequent exchange between Lawrence Stone and Hugh-Trevor Roper (Storm over the Gentry)*
Conrad Russell, *The Causes of the English Civil War*
Blaire Worden *The Rump Parliament*
David Underdown *Pride’s Purge*
Samuel Rawson Gardiner Read in the many volumes to get the flavor of the argument and scholarship

**Restoration and Revolution:**
John Spurr, *The Restoration Church of England*
Jonathan Scott, *England’s Troubles*
PGM Dickson *The Financial Revolution*
Craig Rose *England in the 1690s*
Allan I MacInnes *Union and Empire*
Christopher Whately, *The Scots and the Union*

**The Growth of Political Stability: Politics after the Glorious Revolution:**


**Themes in Early Modern British History:**

**Intellectual Transformation:**


**State Formation:**
Steve Pincus and James Robinson , “Wars and State Making Reconsidered,” *Annales* 2016/1

**Social and Economic Aspects:**
Maxine Berg, *Age of Manufactures*
Robert Allen, *The British Industrial Revolution*
Perry Gauci, *The Politics of Trade*
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**The British Empire:**
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**North America and the West Indies:**


Abigail Swingen, *Competing Visions of Empire*
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